We present CLADES (Cell Lineage Access Driven by an Edition Sequence), a 7 technology for cell lineage studies based on CRISPR/Cas9. CLADES relies on a system of genetic 8 switches to activate and inactivate reporter genes in a pre-determined order. Targeting CLADES 9 to progenitor cells allows the progeny to inherit a sequential cascade of reporters, coupling birth 10 order with reporter expression. This gives us temporal resolution of lineage development that can 11 be used to deconstruct an extended cell lineage by tracking the reporters expressed in the progeny. 12 When targeted to the germ line, the same cascade progresses across animal generations, marking 13 each generation with the corresponding combination of reporters. CLADES thus offers an 14 innovative strategy for making programmable cascades of genes that can be used for genetic 15 manipulation or to record serial biological events. 16 One Sentence Summary: A sequence of reporters for lineage analysis 17 Main Text: Cell lineage is an essential determinant in the acquisition of cell identity (1-2). 18 Establishing the association between cell lineage and fate is one of the fundamental challenges in 19 biology. Solving this puzzle will provide a unique framework to interrogate the molecular 20 mechanisms involved in cell type specification: it is not possible to fully understand how a 21 molecular factor affects cell fate decisions if we do not even know where/when these cell fate 22 decisions occur.
fluorescence). To test this cascade, we generated a fly bearing CLADES1.0-YFP, CLADES1.0-140 RFP, Dpn-Cas9 and U6-gRNA#1 transgenes. Neither the U6-gRNA#1 nor the Dpn-Cas9 141 transgene alone was able to trigger either reporter ( Fig. S7A ). Only after combining all four 142 components (CLADES constructs are inserted into a single chromosome to facilitate future 143 experiments), we found clones expressing green, yellow and/or red fluorescence. Similarly, in the 144 absence of the first reporter, providing the U6-gRNA#1 and Dpn-Cas9 failed to activate the second 145 reporter (Fig. S7B) . We followed the color progression across larval development (Fig. S8 ). We 146 detected the virtually only-green neuroblasts at 0H ALH and the plateauing of yellow neuroblasts 147 at 24H ALH . The onset of RFP expression was followed by emergence of red-only neuroblasts at 148 60H ALH. The percentage of red-only neuroblasts increased at 84H ALH, concomitant with a 149 decrease in yellow neuroblasts after the green reporter becomes inactive. The proportion of cells 150 with each color decayed following the cascade progression, consistent with unedited reporters or 151 expected indels that prevent the cascade from progressing to the next step. 152 Now that we have a three-color cascade, we wanted to apply it to follow the progression of 153 neuronal lineages. For an initial characterization, we tested CLADES using the GR44F03 driver 154 so that we could resolve single lineages. In third instar larval brains, a typical pattern existed of 155 neuroblasts expressing red fluorescence, surrounded by its progeny of GMCs and neurons labeled 156 in red, yellow or green ( Fig. 3B) . Given minimal neuron migration in Drosophila, neurons are Neuroblasts in the larval brain were predominantly labeled with green, yellow and/or red 184 fluorescence and a lower proportion of neuroblasts also reached the purple (RFP+CFP) and blue 185 steps in the cascade. Despite every further step in the cascade is less likely to occur due to the 186 occurrence of incorrect repair outcomes, the proportion of red neuroblasts was higher compared 187 to yellow neuroblasts (Fig. S9B ). This is probably due to the fact that, besides via SSA, the reporter 188 inactivation can also occur as a result of incorrect repair events bringing the reporter out of frame 189 (roughly 66% of indels assuming an equiprobable distribution). 190 To demonstrate the power of CLADES 2.0 for lineage tracing, we set out to reconstruct one of the 191 most heterogeneous lineages in Drosophila, the ALad1 lineage. This lineage generates 40 192 morphologically distinguishable neuronal types in a known developmental sequence ( Fig. 4C, 8 ). 193 To this end, we employed two GAL4 lines, Acj6-GAL4 to label the entire lineage and GAL4 to selectively mark most of the early-born neuronal types (Fig. 4C ). Each GAL4 line was 195 crossed to a fly bearing Dpn-Cas9 and the CLADES 2.0 constructs. Overall, patterns for both 196 GH146 ( Fig. 4D -E, Table S3 ) and Acj6 (Fig. 4F ) were consistent with previous lineage studies 197 based on twin-spot MARCM (8) . For GH146, we calculated the average number (N=63 ALad1 198 clones) of cascade steps underwent by the progenitor cell and inherited by each neuronal type (Fig. 199 4E). Although the exact birth-order of some of the neuronal types (especially in the early window) 200 could not be determined based on this parameter, the progressive increase along the temporal axis 201 allowed us to resolve most part of this lineage. At the single-clone level, the general progression 202 of the cascade also correlates with the previously described birth-order. We only found occasional 203 inconsistencies at the single-cell level in 29% of clones (Table S3 ). This phenomenon is likely the 204 consequence of Cas9 protein perdurance, and thus cascade progression in the GMC. Interestingly, 205 most of the clones revealed the embryonic and larval-generated neurons in different colors, 206 suggesting an increased probability of cascade progression during the period of neuroblast 207 quiescence (Fig. 4E ). In some cases, the cascade even progressed two steps during quiescence 208 (Table S3 ). In summary, these results demonstrate that CLADES 2.0 allows to reconstruct complex 209 lineages from a limited number of samples. 211 The utility of CLADES is not limited to neuronal lineage progression. If Cas9 activity is expressed 212 under different conditions, CLADES should function as a reporter of other biological events. To 213 explore this application, we set out to use CLADES as a reporter of fly generations ( Fig. 5A-E) . 214 6 In order to track multiple generations with limited reporters, restricting the cascade progression 215 once per generation is critical. To this end, we expressed Cas9 with the bam promoter, which is 216 transiently active in the germ line when germline stem cell (GSC) progeny initiate differentiation 217 (15) (16) . Therefore, to test CLADES as a reporter of fly generations, we crossed a fly line 218 expressing Bam-Cas9 and the trigger U6-gRNA#1 to CLADES 1.0. First, we quantified the 219 number of steps the cascade progressed over a single generation ( Fig. 5A-B ). To accomplish this, 220 we generated flies (G0) expressing the two CLADES reporters, the trigger U6-gRNA#1, and Cas9, thus initiating the cascade in the germ line. We then crossed individual G0 males and females 222 with double balancer flies and quantified the percentage of G1 progeny expressing each reporter. 223 While progeny from G0 females had consistently advanced a single cascade step, the cascade could 224 progress multiple steps in the progeny of the G0 males ( Fig. 5B ). Next, we wanted to follow the 225 cascade progression across multiple generations at the population level. For that, we crossed G0 226 males to G0 females and selected G1 flies bearing only one CLADES allele. We repeated this 227 scheme until the sixth generation (G6). We observed that the cascade progressed as expected (Fig. 228 5D). While the efficacy decayed after the first step, the final population also contained a higher 229 percentage of red flies compared to yellow flies (as occurred when CLADES 2.0 was targeted to 230 neuroblasts, Fig. S9 ). We took this decay into account and plotted the normalized cascade 231 progression in Figure 5E . G1 was easily distinguished by the high proportion of green flies and 232 yellow flies, which arises as a result of the combination of gene editing from female and male 233 parents observed in Fig 5B. In G2, the proportion of yellow flies reached its peak ( Fig. 5D&E) , 234 concurrent with a decrease of green and the increase of red flies. In G3-G4 the proportion of red 235 flies reached its maximum as yellow flies kept decreasing and green flies reached a plateau. 236 Finally, the populations remained seemingly stable in G5-G6. In summary, when applied to the 237 germ line, CLADES makes it possible to track generations of flies (at the population level) based 238 on the proportion of reporters expressed. Also, it allows to delay the activation of reporters/gRNAs 239 for several generations (see discussion).
210

CLADES as an event tracker: cascade progression across fly generations
240
Discussion
241
Synthetic biology holds immense potential for programming complex biology, yet its development 242 has been largely unavailable to multicellular organisms (17). CLADES overcomes this system 243 barrier in Drosophila and allows the execution of a sequence of conditional clauses: a next step is 244 triggered only upon activation or deactivation of the previous step. Here we have used this concept 245 for the sequential transgene activation/deactivation. We have thus created three-to five-color 246 reporter cascades, therefore maximizing the number of colors that can be generated from a given 247 number of reporters. This allowed us to reconstruct lineages from the specific reporter combination 248 expressed by each of the daughter cells. Despite the complex system of genetic relays, CLADES 249 2.0 lineage tracing is simple as it only requires crossing a CLADES line to a GAL4 line of interest. 250 As a proof-of-concept, we reconstructed the birth order of the ALad1 lineage. We reached a good 251 balance between the resolution and the number of brains required in the analysis. While we could 252 potentially improve the resolution by increasing the number of brains, the resolution is more likely 253 limited by how fast the cascade can progress. The relatively slow progression makes it unlikely to 254 deduce the order of embryonic-born neurons that arise rapidly during the initial phase of fly 255 neurogenesis. Another limitation of CLADES is the perdurance of Cas9 activity in the GMC. Some 256 of the brains in the analysis contained a few neurons whose order was different from previously 257 described (8). In some cases, these GMC events were particularly abundant over certain time 7 windows, leading to multiple neurons innervating the same glomerulus to be labeled in a non-259 chronological manner. Thus, an accurate reconstruction requires sampling multiple brains. 260 However, the number of brains necessary for accurate lineage reconstruction is extraordinarily low 261 (~50) when compared to previous methodology requiring thousands of brains (8). Moreover, this 262 issue could be solved by tightly controlling the concentration of Cas9 in the GMC with 263 destabilizing protein domains such as geminin (18). Other issues center around the progressivity 264 of the cascade which can prematurely cease due to unwanted indels. This sub-optimal progressivity 265 makes it unrealistic to substantially increase the number of steps in the cascade or to create 266 multidimensional cascades (cascades that could be triggered by other cascades). However, SSA 267 effectiveness can be as high as 95% when longer repeats are used (9). Therefore, creating gRNAs 268 scaffolds with longer repeats may improve CLADES drastically. Including more than one target 269 site in the switch (so that there is more opportunities for SSA) or increasing the number of copies 270 for each construct could also help to make the expected repair outcome more likely. Future 271 CLADES versions will incorporate these improvements, as well as an increased editing rate (e.g. 272 by increasing Cas9 concentration) to speed the cascade progression for more fine-tuned lineage 273 reconstruction. 274 In its current form, CLADES creates numerous opportunities. Considering lineage tracing, one future prospect of the CLADES concept excels among all others. 298 The advent of methods based on the progressive accumulation of DNA mutations should, in 299 theory, allow scientists to reconstruct whole-animal lineages (5-7). Most of these methods, such 300 as Gestalt (7), use Cas9 to induce mutations in the DNA. However, the target sites for these 301 mutations become rapidly depleted and only minor portions of lineages can be reconstituted. Tables S1-S3   423 References ( All the DNA constructs were designed with Benchling (Benchling platform) and generated by 496 standard cloning techniques, including restriction digest/ligation and PCR assembly. The 497 sequences for the gRNAs were selected based on their low off-target (27) and their high on-target 498 activity (28). The lowest score was 79.8 and 93.9 for on-target and off-target activity respectively 499 (see Table 2 ). The final constructs were verified by sequencing. • Construct #1: we first designed this construct so that the reporter is initially out of frame. 523 After the ON cassette is activated, the reporter becomes on frame and none stop codon 524 should exist in the sequence. To that end we selected the ORF with fewer stop codons and 525 added random nucleotides when necessary. We also tailored the U6 promoters minimizing 526 the number of modifications, especially in the regulatory regions (PSEA and TATA box, 527 31). To remove stop codons and decrease the occurrence of repeats within the construct, 528 we also modified the gRNA scaffolds without altering the secondary structure (32). We 529 then generated an EagI-myr::mCherry-p10-EagI fragment by PCR amplifying from 530 10XUAS-IVS-myr::mcher[#1]rry (9). Given the presence of large repeats in the 531 mcher[#1]rry gene, the PCR produces the reconstituted mCherry as a subproduct. This 532 fragment was then cloned into Actin5C-IVS-myr::GF[#2]FP (9), thus generating Actin5C-533 IVS-mCherry. We next assembled a fragment NheI-U6:2-gRN(#5)NA#2-T2A::myr-534 BamHI (OFF cassette+T2A::myristoylation signal) by PCR. This contained a U6:2 535 promoter (31) driving a conditional gRNA#2 (activatable by gRNA#5), the sequence for 536 the T2A peptide (to release the reporter from the OFF cassette) and a myristoylation signal (to direct the reporter to the plasmatic membrane). We also assembled a XhoI-U6:3-538 gRN(#3)NA#1-NheI fragment (ON cassette) by PCR. Both fragments were then cloned 539 into the XhoI/BamHI site in Actin5C-IVS-mCherry. The conditional gRNAs used for this 540 plasmid are not described in Figure S1 . Hereon, all the CLADES plasmids contain the 541 variant #6 for all the conditional gRNAs. 542 543
• Construct #2: we generated a mCherry version in which the first four ATG codons were 544 substituted, still exhibiting strong fluorescence. Briefly, we used degenerate primers to 545 PCR-amplify mCherry from Actin5C-IVS-mCherry. These primers contained the 546 degenerate sequence NNH instead of the ATG codons. The PCR product was then cloned 547 into a bacterial vector for protein expression (pJet1.2/blunt; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 548 transformed in bacteria. Subsequently, we sequenced the colonies with the strongest 549 fluorescence. We finally selected the variant M1L, M10P, M17Q and M23C that we named 550 mPicota (after a stemless cherry variety uniquely grown in Cáceres, Spain). Next, a XhoI-551 U6:3-gRN(#3)NA#4-NheI (ON cassette) and a NheI-U6:2-gRN(#5)NA#6-T2A::myr-552 BamHI cassette (OFF cassette+T2A::myristoylation signal) were assembled by PCR. In 553 these cassettes, two ATG codons in the myristoylation signal and one in the U6:2 promoter 554 were removed to avoid translation starting after the ON cassette. These fragments and a 555 BamHI-mPicota-p10(1-44bp)-BsiWI were then cloned into a XhoI-BsiWI site in the 556 Construct #1. 557 558
• Construct #3: we sought to remove all the predicted splicing donor and acceptor sites from 559 the Kozak sequence to the beginning of the reporter. We thus designed a sequence where 560 the highest score was 0.26 (NNSPLICE 0.9, 33). We introduced multiple modifications 561 along the sequence, following the guidelines described for the construct #1. To introduce 562 these modifications, we assembled a cassette KpnI-IVS-U6:3-gRN(#1)NA#3-U6: the Kozak sequence and start codon were moved to the end of the U6 promoter and two 581 ATG codons on frame located in the U6:3 promoter were removed. This was cloned into a 582 KpnI/SapI site in the Construct #6 (before removing the mini-white marker). The following lines were generated for this work: CLADES1.0-RFP(VK00033), U6-gRNA#3 A minimum of 10 larval brains were dissected and immunostained to detect Dpn, V5(YFP), RFP 770 and HA (CFP, Figure 8S ). We randomly sampled a minimum of 30 dpn+ cells (neuroblasts) from 771 the central brain and ventral nerve cord. We counted the number of neuroblasts expressing each 772 combination of marker and expressed it as a percentage out of the total number of sampled 773 neuroblasts.
775
Algorithm for the analysis of SSA 776 Amplicon sequencing reads were first checked to remove ultra-short (<30bp) reads as well as reads 777 with undetermined bases (N) or very poor (<4std) averaged sequencing scores. Paired reads were 778 then merged through matching the terminal one fifth of the read1 or read2 sequence with the entire 779 read2 or read1 sequence. Only successfully merged reads were subjected to the following analysis. 780 First, merged reads were clustered based on complete nucleotide sequence to reveal discrete 781 amplicon sequences and their read counts. Second, because the coexisting trigger and target 782 transgenes can be equally amplified, we further retrieved those target-derived amplicon reads 783 based on the target-specific spacer sequence. Third, we aligned each target-derived unique 784 sequence to the target's amplicon reference to recover a minimal number of non-overlapping 785 perfectly matched segments (>4bp in length) that jointly cover as many common bases as possible. Glomeruli were annotated as previously described (38). Clones with only green cells were 794 discarded for the analysis. The average number of steps in the cascade was calculated based on the 795 color of each glomerulus in each ALad1 clone (green=0 steps, yellow=1, red=2, purple=3, blue=4). 796 The transition probability was calculated for each neuronal type by dividing the number of clones 797 in which the cascade progressed in that glomerulus (with respect to the previous glomerulus) by 798 the total number of ALad1 clones (N=63 clones). As Acj6-GAL4 is also expressed in the olfactory 799 receptor neurons, for Acj6-GAL4 glomerular annotation the antennae and the maxillary palps of 800 newly eclosed adult flies were surgically removed. This allows the axons of olfactory receptor 801 neurons to degenerate so that the morphologies of antennal lobe neurons can be distinguished.
802
Supplementary Text
803
Scaffold optimization (see Fig. S1 ) 804
Variant #1: the first variant tested was designed to be expressed under type II promoter (most 805 tissue-specific promoters). This required the incorporation of ribozymes to process the gRNA out 806 of the mRNA (29). Assuming this requirement, we hypothesized that each part of the conditional gRNA (before and after the target sequence) would lack the upstream or downstream ribozyme, 808 which would abolish its activity. However, we observed leaky activity even with the more 809 restricted Dpn-Cas9. We also abandoned the idea of implementing conditional gRNAs for type II 810 promoters as these are weaker compared to U6 promoters (data not shown).
812
Variant #2: instead of inactivating the gRNA, this strategy was based on the inactivation of the 813 U6 promoter by introducing a switch between the promoter regulatory elements: PSEA and TATA 814 box. The distance between these elements is fixed and minor modifications have a strong effect on 815 the promoter activity (39). After the induction of SSA in the switch, the repair outcome would 816 restore this distance, thus activating the U6 promoter. Unexpectedly, the U6 promoter exhibited a 817 strong leaky activity even in the initial state.
819
Variants #3-8: given the strict requirements of the gRNA structure (32), we hypothesized that 820 incorporating the switch in the scaffold region should alter the gRNA secondary structure and most 821 likely abolish its activity. Only after SSA repair, the native sequence would be restored. We 822 observed considerable leaky activity for most variants, especially with the ubiquitous Actin-Cas9. 823 Note that variant #5 even exhibited activity for the target sequence, which was also used as a 824 spacer. To prevent this potential activity, we reversed the target sequence from Variant #8 825 onwards. However, even without this modification, the Variant #6 showed only minor leaky 826 activity with Actin-Cas9 and virtually no leaky activity with Dpn-Cas9 (only one clone per 10 827 brains).
829
Variants #9-12: in previous designs, each part of the gRNA should not be enough for activity: the 830 region upstream from the target lacks most part of scaffold and the region downstream lacks the 831 spacer (which provides the gRNA specificity). Therefore, we hypothesized that the leaky activity 832 could be originated from the interaction between both parts. To reduce this possibility, we designed 833 new variants incorporating a STOP signal (TTTTTT), which should prevent the downstream 834 sequence from being transcribed. This would limit any potential interaction. Yet, we observed 835 leaky activity in all these variants, suggesting that the STOP signal fails to end part of the 836 transcription, and this is enough for the gRNA activity.
838
Variants #13-14: based on the work of other labs (40) and our own results, gRNAs can retain 839 strong activity even if sequence is appended upstream from the spacer. In an attempt to reduce 840 leakiness and concurrently increase the SSA efficiency (by increasing the length of the direct 841 repeats in the switch), we introduced an accessory sequence in the switch, upstream from the 842 spacer region. Surprisingly, we observed strong leaky expression even when the switch upstream 843 from the spacer was more than 400 bp and contained a STOP signal. 844 CLADES optimization 845 1st design: the first design of CLADES was based on the incorporation of ON and OFF cassettes 846 upstream from the reporter gene (construct #1). To avoid direct repeats that otherwise could 847 interfere with the SSA expected outcome, we used two different U6 promoters: U6:3 and U6:2. 848 We also diversified each gRNA scaffold based on previous guidelines (32 However, the reporter protein was not anchored to the plasma membrane as expected. We reasoned 888 that the myristoylation signal probably required to be located in the N-terminus of the protein (42). 889 Given the presence of the T2A signal, placing the myristoylation signal in the N-terminus would 890 fail to deliver the reporter protein to the plasma membrane. Therefore, we tested CAAX (43) 
